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Maine women honored for achievements
Marian Vafiades. founder of
the Bangor Community Chorus
and of Opera New England
began her presentation to Farrell by saying."I like gutsy
people and Eileen -Farrell is.a
plucky lady."
- Farrell, who at 21 had'her
Qvin half hour weekly CBS
radio program and debuted
'nearly 20 years later at the
Metropolitan Opera, was
characterized as a versatile
woman who was always expanding her horizons.
Not ' only was Farrell • an
outstanding dramatic soprano,
said Vafiades. but also considered to he one Of the finco
Wagnerian opera lingers.
"She has the honesty of the
craft that has opened the door
for female singers to be
in all I hen.'%ParP1---ribe- -tried-to make
respected. sal
a ia • es.
beautiful things with all ml
. Farrell, with a Grammy. 35
records and a,compact disc on
tenors' Thomas Strait.
the way, has also found time to
stulpior
help others. Recently Farrell.
performed in a number of
benefits
for AIDS Research.
lisc
how
other
people
and
Named for the late Mars ann
Doris Twitch*. Allen (left), Eileen Farrell(middle) and Lenore
Straus, a scuipure, artist and
Hartman. a University of think.
hornss Straus were honored for their lifetime achievements
Maine professor of Speech
-It lets children understand author was the LAM f the three last night in a ceremony held in the Arts enter.
It•liason photo/
Communication and con- the basic likenesses of people to receise the award.
field
for:
the
to
work
the
differences
missioned
of and appreciate the
sidered a pioneer in
Straus's art career - began at
people with alcohol problems,'
Resettlement Administration,
interpretation, the award is It deselopes a person free From- - the Chicago Art Institute, but
having won her own battle 10
making a number of large stone
then to three Maine women the barriers of prejudices," she left after two years because
years ago She is an artist and
carvings for communities.
who base shown similar said Harrow, a participant in a she was-unable to pursue what
a humanitarian,- Leighton
qualities and hase inspired CIS Interchange Program in she really wanted to do: stone
Straus continues to sculpt but
.
others
Hamburg. Germany
raising. said Judith Leighton, now she has also found a new
Straus seemed to be expressUpon .feCel%ing her award, a painter and owner of the spiritual understanding of
"She was an inspiration for
ing the feelings of all three
ivoth women and men and she Allen said.."You only have to Leighton Gallery.
women when she said, "In all
herself and the world around
showed us what is possible for look at them to know their uses
these years I've tried to make
Straus found no work in her ihat is leading her to helpmean for the future to be all Chicago during the Depressiofl. -Ant others.
women." .said Irene K son
beautiful things with all my Hoffmann, chair of the warmth
"Very quietly she is helping
however, in i935
essence.
...she was corn-

Maryann . Hartman Awards
Committee and UMaine assistant to the director. Residential
Lite.
Three Maine women were
honored last night for their
Allen was characterized by
Amy Harrow, a Brewer'High
lifetime achievements in .furSchool freshman who presenteij.:
thering the.awareness of the a‘cothplishments of women, at
the award to her. as having a
lift long "determination to finThe Second Annua' Slaryann
ding Abe—means to promote
_Hartman Awards.
peace.•
PsychologiSt and peace adJn 1951, this desotion for a
_Iskitchell Allen,
method of &hal -Knee-lead
noted singe, been Farrell. and
Allen to found the Children's
sculptor I cnorc Thomas Straus
were recognized for their talents International Summer Villages.
• Through this program, each
as well as their cOmmittment to
sear children from all MCI the
sharing with.others.
world can meet in one of the
This 'award was established
last year by the 'omen in the sinorc than 40 CISV locations to
get a better understanding of
Curriculum Program
hs Douglas Kesseli
Staff Writer

anderweide photo)
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The Daily Maine i
Campus needs
volunteer writers
for news stories,
features, and sports
stories.
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Colvin provides alternative
by Roger Brown
Staff Writer

Clody Sprague hammers a serve during l'Malne's tennis match
against Colby College sesterdas. I Maine lost the match 8-1.

(ohm Hall, a tittle known altetnative
to typical dormitory thing, is a
cooperathe thing dorm where each student does chores in exchange for. a
decrease in room and board.
••%Iost „people either don't know
the think we're an office building," said %tic ac
a second year resident.
"Peotsle tend to shy away_ from the
building and in the past sve've•gotten a.
had reputation."
Colvin is a small dormitory compared
to most on campus, housing a maximum
of 4: students.
"Right now we have about 44
residents," said Fluldah -Warren, resident director. "It's very -close to half
male and half female with the males thing on the second floor and the females
on the third."
The rooms are predominate's' quads,
consisting of a living room irriel two
bedrooms. -...
"The rooms are great," (litleigty
:said. -We base a goodiArred Central

room and two bedrooms and there is
plenty of room. It's not crowded at
Warren said, "Residents sign up for
three to four hors of work each week._
These Chores can range from cleaning
bathrooms to baking bread."
In return, residents receive between
S250 and S270 off their room and board
bill per semester,for the work they do
each week.
the issue," said Kim Foss, a third year
res.-Went of -Colvin.. 'The adsantage is
the people in the building. You get to
know eseryone in the building real well
and it's a %cr.!, diserse iroup."
Residents ,of Cols in receive a meal ticket which is good._for lunch on4y.Bitakfast and dinner are fited in the
kitchen located in the basement of the
dormitory.
According to Warren, students...are
free to go to the kitchen and fix
breakfast for themsels es in the morning,.
while lunch' is usually eaten in the
cafeteria and dinner is cooked and served in .the dormitory at night.

,•

•(see COLVIN oes• -4)
•
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Student refuses to return to University of Rochester

The Da

Ne

1 ^ 1
'
• Treasuo Secretar %IMAM. Simon. blasted t R tor
UR, in turn, "disenrolled" -Sakai, helping him
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (CPS) — The University Of
submitting to "blackmail," while half the business
Institute
Technologs
of
Massachusetts'
the
to
transfer
,_appArently enibirrassed tis its ''disenrollRochester,
formatts protested tticzenrin •fEutls
mg" of a Japanese- student -who. worked for the. iii Bston
business rival ot a major UR contributor, asked the
So AlacAsci) insited Sakai to return on Sept I I.
The transfer. how es er pros oked -accusal ions from
student to return. but the student has refused.
hut the student tkchned
education groups around the countrs that Rochester
Rochester "disenrolled" Tsuneo- Sakai ui carIS .was sacrificing the integrits of us classrooms and the
"I had a hard time settling. in Boston and finding
September when Eastman Kodak Co., which has given
an apartment." Sakai said. ciplansing whs he chose
rights of its students to please a wealth). corporate
millions of dollars to the school, threatened to take
to stas at MIT
ntributor.
its- 205 employees out of classes there
"It hiiik the t nivcrsits of Rochester is a % ers good
"It Kodak.had pulled all its employees, that would
Sakai. who Works for Kodak archrisal Fuji Photo
but I didn't know the relationship between thc
school,
hase destroyed the school because we wouldn't has e
Film Co., would inhibit Kodak employee4 in the same
and Kodak was so strong "
university
MacAsos,
bats.Paul
had the money to pay the
class from "sharing ideas," compans officials comKodak Chairman (Ain's Chandler said the compans
dean of Rochester's William F. Sutton (iraduatc
plained to the school.
was "not sufficientls sensitive to the possible inter
School of Business, Said.
Kodak also worried Sakai might steal company
rrretations of our actions."
But .es en the school's namesake, former U.5.
Secrets.
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

l)ctober 1--1() declared
le ett rI)()()k Week
to an effort to recogntze the moo:
tant part yearbooks plas in the educa
tronal experiences of students
throughout the country.(%ingress ha'.
passed, and President Reagan has sigc
ed.- a joint resolution proclaiming Os
'
I ober -4-.10 „iLs _N ear booir-Yreri
This bill, jointly sponsored bs Rep
MIFF renzel tR Minn., and Scn l)as id
Durenberger (R -Minn I. acknowledges
how significant -11k•-•.production of :
scarbook can he -in deseloping Jour
rialistsc, photographic., and business
skills of participating ituaents. To em
phasize this point, the resolution cites a
resent study by the American Colleg•,
Testing Program showing that college
liedunen who lust worked on a high
scItool yea/book sea!! hase higher ACT.simposite scores, perform better on
standardited college writing tests, and
achiese higher grade point averages dur
ing their first sear of college 0 .!reshrneu with no high school scar! i
:spericnce
1 he focus ot \animal 1 ,
Vi cck is to educate the grcater Is, not only to the educational saluc ot
producing a yearbook. but also to sear
book's continued historical artd cult ur..11
%aim to the nation as a whole
25racmc•c47,7.7t74MA-itivAiiiii:Aaiiii,e,

4
By Leigh Rubin

GET INVOLVED'
The Daily _
Maine Campus
needs volunteer
writers for all
sections of the
paper.
Daily. Bread
Servng_All
Though I am tree and belong TO
no man I make myself a slave to
everyone, to win as many as
possible
rans 9 19

•- Bounty Taver,,e is currently
seeking dependable part-time
doormen and waitresses for its
distinguisbei night Club.
- Apply in parson
Evenings 8-10 PM
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of Rochester

New credit union expected o be completed by January

ury Secretary W ilhant Simon. blasted L R for
nting to "blackmail." while half the business
y- formatts prcnested-the• artion -

by Monica Wilcox Staff Winer

MacAvos insnrd Sakai- to return on Sept. Ii.
le student dechned
had a hard time settling. in Boston and finding
anmcnt." Sakai said. explaining Ash) he chose
s at MIT. .
thitik the leiyersits of Rochester is a sets good
but I didn't know the relationship between the
rsity and Kodak was so strong "
Jak Chairman Colbs Chandler said the compans
'not sufficientls sensitive to the possible inter
ions of our actions ••

! By the end of this semester, the
University of Maine Employees' Credit
Union. now located in the basement of
Coburn Hall. will has c a new 1230,000
home next to the Public Information
building on Rangeley Road.
Construction on the building began in
July and according to the building's
coordinator. Henry Metcalf, it's a project that is long overdue.
"The space they have now is totally
inadequate.7 - he said. —The new
building is probably going to he larger
than what thes need, but they'll grow inton ••

EAU

Iet ober -1-1() cit.elareti
Y ea rfilook Week
fo an effort to reiogntze the important part yearbooks rAas in the educational experiences of students
throughout the countt)• Congress has
passed, and President Reagan has sign
cd.• a joint resolution proclaiming (k
tober -4-.10 as Year book—Week
This bill, jointls sponsored hs Rep
Bill renzel tR Nlinn.) and Sen Das id
Durenberger IR -Minn I. acknowledges
how signtficant The .production of a
yearbook can be -in des eloping Jour
nalistic, photographic, and business
skills of participating stuaerits. To emphasize this point, the resolution cites a
re‘ent studs bs the Nmencan College
Testing Program showing that college
trestmen who has worked on a high
school sex book staff base higher ACT
composite scores. perform better on
standardized coils se -writing tests, and
achieve higher grade point averages dur.
ing then- first sear of college than
freshmen with no high-school yearbook
experience
he focus of Sational Yearbook
Week is to educate the greater communits • not onls to the educational salue of
producing a yearbook. but also to yearbook's continued historical and cult Uf.11
%slue to the nation as a whole

GET INVOLVED'

The Daily
Maine Campus
needs volunteer
writers for all
sections of the
paper.
Daily_ Bread
Servng All Men

Metcalf. a ('Maine professor of
general engineering, said the new
building will be one kidl and will cover
4.000 square feet. I he present facility is
only 750 square-feet.
Howard Dunn. manager of the credit
union, said he is "more than excited"
- about the new .huilding
— V%-c'se got! I A employees here and
more than 4,000 membtrs Right now
we're walking oser each other," Dunn
—said ."(The new credit union) is going

"The drive-up lanes will free a lot of
traffic ia the lobby area." he said.
Acs.oiding to Dunn, the automated
teller machine in UMinne's Memorial
Union is the busiest in the state.
Because the new .ATM will be outside
and ,easily accessible in the drive-up,
Dunn said that will be one Of the
building's big attractions. !
"Vs•e've spent a little more money, but
it.ss ill pay for
•• he said. r
- Metcalf said the extra space in the new
building will house four special offices,
a board.. room, employee lounge,
washrooms, equipment. and suppl .
room and a general open-design area for
five teller stations.

•onstruction of the $230.000 UMaine Empinsee's Credit Union is expected in be
complete by Januars. I he credit union will include two drive-up windows, and
a 24-hour automated teller machine.
(Vanderweide photo,
to allow us more room at the operations
-new building is completed.
ernd.•*
Some exterior features of the site will.
Dunn added that problems such as
include two drive-up windows, an outlack of customer prisacs, parking, and
side, 24-hour automated teller machine.
osercrowding. will he resolsed when the
and a 30-space parking lot.

Metcalf, who assisted in designing the
-facility, said the building is going to be
"very energy effiCient" and the exterior
will be-relatisels inain4efiiinee fret.Outside construction is expected to
end in about 10 days and the project,
should be completed by the end of
December .
"We've had moving plans for a couple of years, but there just wasn't any
space asailable,!• Dunn said. "Now I
just can't say enough good things about
the project."

UMaine conference to focus on middle level education
There's no labeling middle level kids.
Between the ages of 10-14 they just
don't fit into an) neat slots, but
educators around the state are recognizing and responding to their 'diverse
characteristics and needs and will share
ideas and skills Oct. 13 at the U nis ersiIs of Maine.
The fourth annual Conference on
Middle I esel Education will provide a
forum for teachers, administrators,
counselors, school board members and
parents to eichatigunformation and
learn how to help youngster% understand
and deal positively with the physical,
emotional, social and intellectual
changes. inherent in this age group.
Registration material and more information is _asailable from Edward
Brame,()Maine associate professor of
education and conference director,
telephone 581-2484
A highlight oft he conference will be
the signing of the charter, officially
..herelding the Maine Association for
Middle Level Education (MAMLE).
The newly formed association is an umbrella organization for anyond interested
1

i
A

in middle level education, with the goal
of promoting and pros iding information on successful school programs.
KC\ note speakers will he .1 Howard
Johnston. middle level educator,
researcher and consultant from the
Unisersits of Cinncinati. and Robert A.
Cobb. dean of the L.Maine College of
Education. Johnston will welcome participants at 8:30 a.m. and speak on
"Culture and Climate of Successful
Middle Level Schools." Cobb will address the group at the 11:30-a.m. luncheon on the topic ”Aspirations and
Young Adolescents."
Teachers, administrators and
counselors will present a sandy of
workshops during morning and afternoon sessions, ranging from curriculum
development to classroom management
Sessions on middle !c.c.' basics for
parents are also scheduled.
Students from Skowhegan and
Bangor will give their perspective by
par4cipating in several workshops, and
other presentations will emphasize the
importance and adsantage of inter•
disciplinary'programs

"To be effective, lepal education
must be a shared enterprise."
Ronahl Basisaills
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Though I am tree and belong td,
no man. I makerhyselt a slave to
everyone, to win as many as
possible
1 Corinthians 9 19

The Bounty Taverns is currently
seeking dependable part-time
doormen and waitresses for its
distinguished night club
Apply in 'Amor
Evenings 810 PM
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the New England League of Middle
Schools.
Sandra Caldwell, principal at the Jr
High of the Kennebunks, Kennebunk,
is president. Other officers are Jerome
Lynch,'Principal. Skowhegan Area Jr.
High, president-elect; Kaths. McAsos,
sixth grade teacher, Mt. Jefferson Jr.
High, Let, treasurer; and Brazee, executive secretary.
"We are extremely excited about the
said , Caldwell.
organization,"
MAME E will focus on the unique and
vaned needs of Middle level youngsters
and will work closely with the Maine
Department of Educational—and
Cultural Services toward common goals,
he addcd

••••• flee•io

Compact Discs at a
Lo Compact Price
Dr. Records has a huge selection of CD's,
all types of music, and the lowest prices. I-1
New titles start at-just $8.99.

We also carry used CD's
Trade-ins accepted

Grano conmesco

Meet with Dean Blanchette
to learn TOM about our Law School, where faculty
and students work together toward a common goal
Graduate School Fair Memorial Union Budding
Wednesday, October 14, 1987. from 10 3 pm
A•

The one-das session is also a time for
resiewing projects and teaching
strategies launched or enhanced during
the week-long Middle I evel Education
Institute held at UMaine in July.
Successful teaching ideas can be
shared at the conference Swap Shop.
Participants who bring 50 copies of a
handout describing an old or new concept that ha.s Worked well for teacher
and students will have the opportunity
to select copies of other handouts.
The new professional association is
open to anyone Interested in promoting
qualitt education for pre- and earlyadolescents, according to Brazee.
MAMLE will be affiliated woo the National Middle School Association and
_

Open 10-5:30 Mon-Sat
and 'till 8 p.m. on Thurs & Fri
Dr. Records - 20 Main
866-7874
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I he Dull% 11

•Colvin
Warren said.- "Right now I am the
one who makes up ihe menu because I
has e the most experience at it. I try to
make sure tkere is a variety of food
choices and so far it has worked pretts.
well "

(continued from page I)
"We're just a big
" toss
said. "Eversone cares abOut eteryone
else and the longer ,you luc here the.,
more respect sou have for the building.
"I have tuner used in an) other'dorm
and I will continue to choose not to."

Rea

Bangor investment series
to be sponsored by UMaine
series will include a continental
Many folks used to stuff dollar bills
breakfast at each session
in cookie jars and under mattresses to
Bets) Chapman. investment executive
save for "a rain) day."
at Paine Webber in Bangor,-will be the
Nowadays, the) are more likely to ininstructor. The series will coser three
vest their dollars to accumulate mones
.'major topics, "Financial Design"(Oct.
for future., goals.
3)"Professiona! Management'(Oct.
Investing wisely can fie difficuh.and
nine coriuming,&problem that will be - 20)and "Retirement Plan Investing'•
the subject of a- University of -Maine- (Oct. 27).
The "Investment Management"
seminar series.
seminar
series is designed to help parTitled "Insestment Management."
ticipants make the best possible finanthe three-part Sunrise Breakfast Seminar
cial decisions by evaluating methods of
Series will be held-Oct 3, 20 and 27,
accumulating monc), choosing an ap7- 8:30 a.m.; at Riverside Inn. 489 State
propriate pris ate ins estmcnt manager
St.. Bangor.
and evaluating .tax-deferred retirement
Sponsored by the (Maine Conplans.
ferences and Institutes Division. the

W ASH INCi
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('olvin Hall resident strse Roper rrlases between classes. 1%am:ter-went, pholio

and said he v
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he wants a SI
reporters who
unrelated ccre

Professors claim they were fired for their beliefs
BOSTON (CPS) -- Four professors
claimed last week the New England
School of law fired them because they
associated with a leftist legal academic
group
Charging the school with "IticCalthsism." the four filed a complaint
with the kmencan Bar Association.

In a similar case. the L. niversitv ot
Colorado Board of Regents held up the
reappointment of the head of the
political science department to weigh
charges that, as a Marxist, he
thscriminates against conservatives.
The-Colorado regents, however, are
expected to reappoint professor Edward

(ireenberg to head the department since
a unitersits insestigation found no
substance to the allegations
Das id kbromowitrf•Margaret tious,
Steve Parnes and Christine W ilhams had
been teaching for several years at the
New England School of law, and the
faculty last year solidi) endorsed renew

Classifieds
Earn Shundresis weeklyS in your
spare time. United Services of
looking
for
krnerica
is
homeworkers to perform mail serprograms
vices. Incentive
available. For informiuion send
large self addressed stamped
envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy., Suite 306. Valencia.
CA 91355.
The Off Campus Board is now accepting submissions for the
creative and controversial publication WHETSTONE. Drop a legible copy of your work either in the
English office or the OCB mailbox
(3rd floor Memorial Union).
WANTED: lane waitresses &
waiters. Heritage Bowling Center,
Bangor. Part-time, evenings, 21
yrs old. Call 848-2695 ask for
((enc

Park v• as Data Processing. All typing done at reasonable rates. Call
Karen 989-4342
1.63 Bennoch Rd. Orono 3 bdr. apt
for rent. Heat included, available
now S6)0 month. security deposit
required. Call 667-7604 for more
information

Overseas Jobs. Summer, yr.
round. Europe. S. America,
Australia, Asia. All fields
S900-2000 mo Sightseeing. Free
info. Write ISC, PO Box 52-MEI,
Corona Del Mar. CA 92625

UNIVERSITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, reports,- theses,
resumes, and general typing. Call
.827-3689 ask
for
Julie

Apple lic computer. 2 disk'drites,
monochrome monitor S1000 or
best offer. Call 581-3853. ask for
Kirk DeWitt, lease message.
1979 Subaru Wagon 5-tpd FWD,
I35K MI, See in Bookstore Annex
aii
parking lot, $850 or till
-Mar) Allen 947-0336 ext.
2'4-dass. 469-3406 eses &
weekends
For Side: Sugarloaf ski passes
peak skiing at baseline rates
students pay 1250 till Oct 31 5350
Nov. I Tickets available athletic .
ticket office 8.30-4:30 M-F

Classifieds are SO' per line. I hes
are published on lues. & Thur.
and are due Mori. & %ed. before
noon.

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES II SENIORS
Governor James B. Longley Scholarship
Applications are now being accepted for the Governor James B.
Longley Annual Scholarship. You must be enrolled fulkime at the
University of Maine. have completed the Financial Aid Form (FAF)
for 1987-88, be a Maine !native, and have an overall grade point
average of 2.8 or better. InIaddition, the following personal qualities
will be considered: persistence, determination, unwillingness to quit,
a respect for the rights of others, unselfishness. and compassion.
Applications are available at the Office of Student Aid in Wingate
Hall. The final date for applying is November 6, 1987.

ins the contracts of all four. _But thc
school's trustees deoded an December to
oserride the facults• vote.
"These people did not meet our slap
dards," said school .attorney. lanacv
DeGiacomo. "Their contracts were not
renewed after a fair and equitable pro,
cedure was followed "
The dismissed professors and 75 other
legal scholars who hate written the ABA
in support of the four. howet er, charg
ed the school with "McCarthtism "
I he four professors contend they
were fired because of their interest in t hc
Critical Legal Studies mosement
"There ts a purge, and it's not just
limited to Ness England School of
Law," said professor Morton Noma,
of Hers ard.'Horwitz, a founder of the
Conference on Critical Legal Studies,
said the mo.ement - which boasts 250
to 300 core members - has a leftist
orientation and stews the law as a tool
of the rich and powerful.
"This entire episode smacks of
MeCarthyism." said Nancy tiertner.
the Boston attorney representing the
four teachers, three of whom returned
to practicing law. "All of them hase
been driven out of teaching."
The complaint charges that the firings
violated the established standards of
faculty - governance and academic
freedom
"It's a baseless complaint," said
DeGiacomo. "It has no basis in reality
whateser."
If the ABA ndes- against the school.
it could suspend it or place it. on
• prisbaticin.
...COrtscr v ati ve students
and Republican State Legislator Carl
Bledsoe complaicied in late August to
the regents that the political science
department discnnimated against consers atives and Republicans.
But an insestigation indicated the
allegations had no merit . "It .doesn't appear any of the allegations hase been
substantiated." ( said regent Lynn
Ellins, a Repubbean.
The political science department controtersy' mirrors a threat by SOIlle
regents to cut public funds tp the tints et sits's Cultural Fsents Board because it
allegedly brings an inordinately large
number of liberal speakers to campus.
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WoddIUS. News
Reagan supports Bork as opposition grows

es between classes.

iitoderweide photo,

changed my position. .... I have not
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
changed -my-mind on-anything."
Reagan - told -Robert H Bork on
*Senate Republican Leader Robert
W etinesdav; "1 urge you to keep goDole said after Bork met with GOP
ing," in the battle•tor a seat on the
senators for a combination pep talk and
Supreme Court. despite rapidly growing
opposition to Bork's 4timmation and 'strategy session. "If he were On the
fence when he walked in,1 think he's a
speculation he might withdraw
little more determined to hang in.
Through the day , Bork shuttled bet
cceen meetings with Reagan and • there."
Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., When askRepublican leaders on Capitol Hill. He
ed if Bork indicated whether he would
refuted to answer questions.
withdraw, said. "I haven't gotten*Om-"He-will not decide anything today,
pression either way."
and said he would be in touch." said
After a new spate of declaration of
Tom Koroksgos, a lobbyist brought in
opposition. an Associated Press survey
by the White House to help Bork
shows-4'4$ senators saying they would
. Reagan was emphatic. howeser. The
vote to reject Bork and 14 saying tiles
president, who has repeatedly declared
would sote for him. Fifty-one "no" .
Bork,
told
vote
on
Senate
he wants a
sotes would defeat confirmation. Eighreporters who questioned him briefls at
teen senators, including nine Democrat%
unrelated ceremonial events. "I hose not

and nine Republicans. have not publicby taken a stance.
Meanwhile, one of Bork's strongest
supporters on the Judiciary Committee,
Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, blamed
lethargy by Reagan and White House
officials for Borkls confirmation diffiCulties. complaining,"While Ron and
Nancy were riding horses in August, the
"
opposition was
At the White House. Marlin Fitzwater: the-president's spokesman, said
there was no indication from Bork that
he intended to withdraw, despite Tuesday's 9-5 rejection by the Senate
Judiciary Committee and the grcsvong

list of senators publicly opposed ip the
confirmaton.
A majority of Republicans who have
taken public stances have announced
support for Bork, calling him eminently qualified. Five GOP senators are opposing him co far.
Most Democrats are opposing Bork,
generally arguing that his past positions
and his testimony in confirmation hear,
ings indicte his views are out of the
judicial mainstream in' sUch areas as
Werner-CS' rights, rights of privacy and
freedom of speech. Two Democrats,
have announced support for Bork.

The Duck Stops Here.
Van Raymond Guns
Buy Sell and Trade
Firearms and Reloading Supplies
New and Used
Authorized INeotherby Dealer
Gunsmithing Services

their beliefs
ing the Lontracts of all four. But th:
schools trustees detscled in December to
override the facults• vote
"lhese people did not meet our stall
duds." said school attorney lames
DeCilacomo "Their corn r acts were noi
renewed after a fair and equitable pro
cedure was followed ••
The dismissed professors and
other
legal scholars who hese wntten the ABA
in support of the four, bosses er, charg
ed the school with "McCarthyism "
I he four professors contend the\
were fired because-of their imeteu in the
( mica! Legal Studies mosrment
"There is a purge, and it's not just
limited to New England School of
I ass." said professor Morton Horwitz
of Harsard.'Horwitz, a founder of the
Conference on Critical Legal Studies,
said the mosement — which boasts 250
to 300 core members — has a leftist
orientation and stews the lays as a tool
of the rich and powerful.
"This entire episode smacks of
McCort h yism " said Nancy Gertner.
the Boston attorney representing the
four teachers, three of whom returned
to practicing law "All of them haYr
been driven out of teaching."
The complaint charges that the firings
violated the established standards of
(acuity—governance and academic
freedom
"It's a baseless complaint," said
DeGiacomo "It has no basis in reality
whatever.
If the ABA miles against the school.
it could suspend it or place it_ on
probation
In Cob
o. c.onservative students
and Repubbcan State Legislator Carl
Bledsoe complained in late August to
the regents that the political science
department discnnrunated against consercatives and Republicans.
But an investigation indicated the
allegations had no merit. "It doesn't appear any of the allegations have been
substantiated," j said regent 1..ynn
Ellins, a Republian.
The political science department con
trosersy' mirrors a threat by some
regents to cut public funds to the uniser sits's Cultural Esents Board because it
allegedly brings an inordinately large
number of liberal speakers to campus
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News Briefs
"If we didn't allow some
tolerance." he said, "you could
have unfair results."
Reardon, the 19-year State Police
seteran who heads enforcement on
the 100-mile turapike, said about the
same rnumber ot people are summon
ed for speeding today as before the
new law went into effect.

Motorists going 70 mph
unlikeh to be stopped
PORTLAND. Maine IAP) —
Motorists traseling at 70mph on the
interstate — 5 mph_above Maine's
legal limit—are unlikely to be stopped for speeding. state -police
acknowledge.
Maine State Police say 70 mplyis
the general threshold they're using to
eaforce the new 45 mph speedlimit.
"e've been working Within about
,a 5. mph- ctiterit,'Sal-d Thomas F. Reardon, the top police
enforcer on the Maine Turnpike.
Nonetheless. Reardon added."We
don't want the situation to arrive at
what it was with the 55 mph speed
limit, where we had a speed limit of
5 to 10 mph over the posted

Iranians fire
on Saudi tanker
MANAMA:Bahrain(AP) — Iranian commandos fired on a Saudi
tanker .Wednesday and maritime ex ecutis es predicted more of the speedboat attacks would retaliate for Ira91 air raids on Iran's oil installations
and shipping.
or

In June. when GO% . John R
‘‘.

puiiid

the first 65 mph signs, he said,
"When we say 65, we mean 65."
"Sixty-five should not be conmetered to mean 70 or 75," he said.
Maine Public Safety Commis-sioner John Atwood said Wednes. •
day,"-However, because of the
nature of driving activity — meaning
sometimes you can do exactly 65 but
you reach • a downgrade and the car
n Might ri 60,
— it is wise to allow
some tolerance."

damage was slight and non of the
tanker's crewmen was injured.
Executives in the Persian Gulf
area, where Iran and Iraq have been
at war since September 1980. said
they could not confirm reports of
another speedboat attack on a contamer ship. The reports were based
on monitored radio messages. which
did not identify the vessel.
Iraq said its warplanes bombed a
radio station at Elam in western Iran.
scoring "destructive hits." Iran's
official Islamic Republic News Agen-

Student Government
Off Campus Board
presents

,fAA

Thurs. Oct. 8

c) said a ci% than was killed arid others
were wounded.
Reports circulated that Iran was
massing armed speedboats, which
usually carry machine guns and
shoulder - fired grenade faundiers. oft
Ktrarg Island in the northern gull
U.S. military sources in Bahrain said
they could not confirm such activity
At least 32 ships haVe been attacked. by Iran or Iraq since the Iraqis
ended a lull in the Persian Gulf
"tanker. war" Aug 29. Llovd:.% of
-London' says about 380 ships hase
been hrt since the War began.
__In Washington. the Pentagon said
.Wednesday that Defense Secretary
Caspar,Weinberger scotched plans to
send
(
-Oast Guar4,t patrol cutters and
aircraft to help the ,Nas

Summit meeting
to be held in I .S.
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A high
ranking Soviet official brought Pres*
dent Reagan a message from Soviet.
leader Mikhail Gorbachr% Wednes
day and said a date for a summit
meeting will be set while Secretary of
State George Shultz is in Moscow
Oct. 22-23
VitiOr Nikonov. a Politburo
member Who is in Charge of
agriculture, said Gorbachev's oral

•

-rriesa,ire to the president was "verypositise in content," but did not
disclose what it said
Asked whether the Soviet general
secretary had proposed a date for A
Summit in Washington-with the-president, Nikonos said," The final date will be determined at the time
Secretary Shultz is. in Moscow',"
f he United States and the Soviet
l•nion reached a tentative agreement
last month to scrap their
,intermediate-range nuclear missiles.
Shultz hopes to -resolve the remainini_difference&7during his sisit, to
Moscow. •

rresei/lave said oTriTYThair
the meeting should he held this fall.
There has been no word from the
Soviets on whethertmorbache% would
like to visit other parts of the country, as Reagan would like him to.
Nikonos arrived in the United
States Tuesday for a week's visit dur
mg which he will tour farms in Iowa.
a supermarket near Washington.
commodity markets in Chicago, an
agricultural exhibit at the Ericot
Center in Florida and the Agriculture,
Department's research center in
Beltsville Md.
n
He was invited to the United States
by Kika deli Cana. D-rezas.'chairman Of the House Agriculture
Committee-. - -
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Missile testing ordered despite objections
nessage to the president was "very
xssitise in content," but did not
lisclose what it said

Asked whether the Soviet general
.ccretary had proposed a date for a
,unimit in Washingtodwith the-presilent, Nikonos said,'' 1 he final late will be determined at the time
iccretuy• Shultz is in Moscow."

The United States and the Soy iet
• n ion reached a t entatis e agreement ast month to scrap their
ntermediate-range nuclear missiles.
Shultz hopes to resolve the remain- ng differences during his suit- to
1fescow -• •

The hitt SIdeS liase said oWiriair.
he meeting should he held this fall.
There has been no word from the
sos icts on whet her tiorbaches would
ike to siso other pans of the counry. as Reagan would like him to
Ntkonos armed in the t nited
%tate% Tuesday for a week's visit dur

ng which he will tour farms in Iowa.
a supermarket near Washington.
:ommesdits ritarLets in Chicago. an
igncultural exhibit at the Epcot
enter in Honda and the Agriculture,
Department's research center in
Beltsville .Md

He.s.as limited to the United States
bs Kika de la ORM.D-Tertas, chair
man of the House'Agriculture
Committee.
•

ters

W
/ I NG ION (AP) — .Defense
Secretar v Caspar Weinberger. 0.er riding objections by -congressional
leaders and the State Department, has
ordered the Nass to proceed with a test
nest month of a new Trident II nuclear
missile carrying 12 dummy warheads,
Reagan administration officials said
_ % ednesdas.
I he decision is generating.contrOs crsy because it could affect future nuclear
arms talks with the Soviet I'nion. Critics
maintain Weinberger is erecting a bar
ner to the success of those talks; the
Pentagon denies any such intent
1 he debate focuses on the procedure

by which the two superpowers count ;he
warheads in 'their nuclear arsenals.
Under presibus arms control pads: ineluding the 1979 SALT II accord that
has been abandoned by the Reagan act,
ministration, warheads on intercon-•
tinental ballistic missiles are counted
based on the number that are earned in
flight tests. ,
The Navy has always described the'
Trident II missile, which is undergoing
its initial flight testing at Cape
(•anas eral. Fla.: as designed to carry 10
nuclear§ warheads compared with the
eight carried on !he Indent I missiles
now in service

-

According to the sources, who asked
Pentagon sources have. also said,
however, that the Trident II is capable not to be identified. Weinberger has reof•eatrying incite -than. TO warheads -Jetted' that- argument by noting. the..
depending on the type and target and .United States has already informed the
Soviet Union it won't accept the old
that when it comes time to actually
standard -for counting warheads in the
deploy the new missile, some would
future.
carry as few as eight warheads and
The Soviets, however, for the moothers as many as 12.
ment continue to insist the old rule be
Critics, led by Rep Les Aspin, Dfollowed in formulating any- new treaty
WIS., chairman of the House Armed
to limit,long-range arms.
Sets ices Committee, maintain that conState Department officials are said to
ducting a flight test now, with 12
hase argued that it makes no sense to
warheads will result in the Trident II
conduct a test nowt with 12 warheads
always being counted as carrying 12
before the issue has been resolved with
warheads, esen though that is not the
Soviets., the
Pentagon's plan for deployment.

Reagan asks Congress
to approve Contra aid
ministration officials have said would go
WASHINGTON (AP) -- President
forward before the Nov. 7 cease-fire
Reagth,-warning he won't be fooled by
date called for under the regional peace.
Sagdinista "facades of freedom."
asked Congress on Wednesday to ap- -.accord.
"Once a cease-fire is fully in effect,
prove S270 million in Contra aul as an
only that support necessary to maintain
insurance polies for peace in Nicaragua.
the freedom, fighters (Contras) as a
Reagan, in a toughly worded address
viable 4uree will :be delivered,"
to the Organization of American States.
Reagan pledged. "Then we, and they,
lauded recent steps taken toward peace
will be watching to see how genuine the t
under a regional accord.
democratic reforms in Nicaragua
But he also said the pact is "only a
beginning" and described a series of
The president said that if the Contras
steps the leftist Sandinista government
"are allowed to contest power politically
in Managua must take in order to assure
that US military aid to the Contra _without retribution," U.S. support
• would "decrease proportionately" and
rebels ends
would then be diiected toward
• "Full, free and fair elections and the
strengthening the democratic prosatas in
open society-that alone can make them
Nicaragua
possible, including full human rights
"We cannot be satisfied with facades
and expulsion of all Soviet and Cuban
of freedom erected to fool international
forces — these must be the bedrock of
opinion, and then quickly dismantled
conditions upon which any further
when the pressure is of'!,'' Reagan
agreement with the Sandinistas is
declared. "We must insist on real
built," Reagan said
democracy in Nicaragua — not for a
: Although House speaker Jim 14 right
week, not for a month or a year, but
D-Texas has said Reagan has little
always."
chance of obtaining renewed military
While Reagan praisca the Sandinistas
aid, the president lectured Congress
for starting to comply with the regional
against abandoning the Contras after
peace accord, he said he had "a skepsupporting them in the past
- nctsm born of a long record of San"It cannot just walk away," he
dinista deceit and broken promises!"
said "I has c made a personal commit
' :The president said Contra did should.
mcnt to them — and I will :not walk
be continued unless the Sandinistas
"
realize "they do not have the option of
Reagan termed the aid package "the
being dictators " He called on them
essential guarantee that the Sandinistas
to form a political party and —Serve for
will live up to the democratic conditions
limited terms of office" under free and
of the Guatemala Accord," the peace
fair elections.
pact signed in August by use entral
Under the new peace plan signed by
American nations, including Nii.anigua
the Nicaraguans, municipal elections arc
I he president said he would "request
to be held next year and presidential
and fight for" the S2'0 million,
elections in 1990
IM-month aid package, which adgC`ArCINACICIIIC

.1110

41•11.

• AP

•

Lire from Moscow
it's Saturday Night
NEW YORK (AP) — "Live from
Moscow- It's Saturday. Night!"
Could be, executive producer Lorne
Michaels said Wetl.ncs.ttr.y. Thc
satirical late-night NBC-TV show
begins its 13th season Oct. 17 and
could make a tnp to the Soviet Union
if negotiations arc successful,
Michaels told a news conference attended by the cast to discuss the new
season
"We're trying to see if we can go
to Russia sometime later in the
season," Michaels said, drawing
laughs. "Seriously, oddly enough_
"The only problem would be that
we'd hare to do the show live at 7:30
in the morning, which isn't bad, really, but getting the dress rehearsal audience in at 4 o'clock in the morning
would be tough "
When it became apparent Michaels
was serious, he was asked about censorship problems doing a show from
the Soviet Union.
"I don't think censorship matters
if the audience doesn't understand
the language you're' performing
in," he said. •1 think it would be
an interesting thing because it's time

• Non-Greek undergraduate men
and women to a •

"I think he would be a wonderful
host, and I think that since he kept
us alive in the •70s, we should pay
him back by keeping him alive in the
late •130s," Michaels said.
The first guest host on "Saturday
Night Live" will be Steve Martin,
with musical guest Sting. Sean Penn
will be host of the second show, with
LL Cool J as the musical guest.
The entire cast from last season is
rei urnmg- this year,The first-time-the
cast has remained in tact for two consecutive years since 1978.

GIVES YOU A RU
FOR-THE MONEY...
56 IN FACT!
A STUDENT SEASON PAS'
IS the best ski deal around. Buy
now ... ski a lot and save.-aloft
Only $250 with purchase
before 10/31/87 for a full season
f skiing. Contact your campus
0!1:f4ipft representative today!
Your representative is...
I.1
L
I

Rush Dinner

Michaels said the Moscow show, if
it comes off, would be in January,
February or March.
Michaels also said he hoped to get
the Democratic and Republican
presidential candidates to appear on
separate shows this season. He said
the only guest host he has always
wanted to have on the show but
hasn't been able to get is former
President Richard Nixon, "because
I think there's a side to him that
hasn't been shown before.

SUGARLOA

•••

The Brothers and Sisters of
Alpha Gamma Rho invite all

that the Russian censors met the
American censors and work it
out_ ,
'
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Editorial

Talk

Smart and sophisticated?
ometimes it is hard to beliese this is a community
of college people.
- We are supposed to be the cream of the Crop, -r•
the intelligent, the sophisticated. This is a strange
thought when one is obsers mg some of the actions we. .
as the adult elite, perform
For example, someone defecated in the stairway of a
dormitory three times in use days not to long ago.
And Monday mornings, most of the janitors of this
college face piles-of trash ikthe public sinks, and windows and toilets plugged with-beer bottles and..
cardboard,
. Another favorite pastime of Orono's highls esteemed
students is cranking music until it matches the engine
noise of a jet.
Also, not a night passes without 'a group of students
screaming out their frustrations and passions to
eseryone sleeping within arnile of them.
And how mans of us have felt compassionate enough
to answer the phone at midnight or $ a m.. only to find
it's some guy who wants to scream at his girlfriend or
someone calling for other equally important reason.s? Is
that what makes the phone receisers disappear?
Then, of Course, we all base expenenced the uninvited mtdmght stsoors, the lead-footed neighbors, and
•
people cutting in front of us in the lunch lines
When experiences like these start to bother someone
enough for them to complain, it seems like a conspiracy

ignites the crowd; e‘eryone either remarns silent and
looks at their shoes while the complainer is serballs
costed bs the accused. Or thes tell the complainer • that
he or she must learn to deal with people. that do these
things.
When others tell the complainer he or she must deal
with the offending person, what they are realls. casing is
that his or her behasior should be ignored.
Welt, that doesn't seem sers smart, or sophisticated.
With all of-the itspertise asailablc to usvon this campus it seems we _could come, up with a new way to deal
with these rude people There is a more effectise was to
' deal with these people
Silence often is interpretea as acceptance. If people
countinue to remain inactive in obstructing, and com
plaining, about these rude behasiors the .will not only
continue but may increase
Man) people come to the Maine Campu.s with letters
complaining about such rude behaviors and vet the do
not sign the letters and therefore we can not print them.
More people should support those brase enough to
complain about the rudeness of others.
If more people did so, mashe we all could sleep het
ter at night

HalELeE tr0
tv-It 14J.

To die editor

R. Kevin-Dietrich

I could not let one. Reginald Martine/
Jackson pass from actisc status into
retirement withouva few brief words
The &boy e. of course, played his final
major league baseball game last SCinday
as the OaklandAthletk..-s. dropped a 5-2
decision to the Chicago White Sox.
For the record books, Reggie had two
hits and an RBI in his final contest, and •
missed :arm home run no. 564 by just • -a few feet
In fact. Reggie who hit 15 homers
-last sear. finished as the sixth most proUfa: hofne run hitter in major league/.
htstor. behind Hank Aaron (755 career
home runsi, Babe Ruth 010. Willie
Mays (660). Frank Robinson (586) and
Harmon Killebrew (573).
But Reggie was much more than J
numbers man.
In the sears strike he broke in with the
Kansas City Athletics in 1967. Reuie
plased citt-numeraus_ champtonsfikri
teams,- including both the dynastic
Oakland squads of the earls 70% and the
_'powerful Yankees' teams of the late "Os
In addition, he spent time with both
Baltimore and t aliforma. faring not too
shabbih in those areas eithof
And it is a totegonc conclusion that
Reggie wilt he inducted into the Hall of
-Is in his first scar ot
Fame. most like
eligibalits
Yet. I believe Reggie's baseball career
is far from o*ei
• Because despite the sometimes
tumultuous relationships Jackson had
with ht.owfters, m$alshL harlsc Finlev
in Oakland and tsecirge etrairenner in
"vcs. 1 or k • Reggie Is management
material
That he is bright and JTOISTrIOU'S is
beyond reProach.'
That he.is a black athlete, wdl get an
opportunits to muse up into manageown!, a predominantIs white area, is not
••• .enain
in his favor is the fact that Oakland
vitletics' management is among the
sharpest in major league baseball.
Athletics' president Ros Liscnhart has:
continually stnsen -to better -theAthletics, both on the field and off
I base to feel Fisenhart will make
.eery effon possible to find a place in
• Pus organitation for Reggie
And it won't be a token position,
either. Jac kson•would neser allow that.
Na. it will he a legitimate position.
possbily managerial, that will Foe
Jackson the opportunity to prose to ma
jor league baseball what it has refused
to behest, that blacks arc just as capable
vol. 101 to.-27
-as whites of holding positions in
baseball's upper- echelons.
In man) ways, Jackson's task is
Bill Carolks; Editorial Page Editor
similar to that of Jackie Robinson.4ho
Jon Baal, tfugazine.Editor broke the color barrier in the 1950s.
-Beth Mt:Ken/ie. Photo Editor
To-be sure, Jackson's task won't he
Brenda Smith, Production tfanager
quite as difficdlt. but it won't be any bed
Karen Bancroft.Ad'.. Production tfanager
of roses, either.
And I couldn't think of a better man
for the Job
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R Arvin Dietrich, of Santa Cruz..
Cal . looks for the messianic rise of the
Oakland Athletics tb begin soon.

I am writing in rcgar
Morphs's gcneralitat
greek "girl." °
Rettig a greek and
ud of it, I took much o
her extremely judgme
-el that th•
cusations. lie
congregating in the
third floor are not Ii
reeks

My bik(
returne
To the editor:

The saga ot the mis
ha. ended'
Wednesslas. I rev
.anonsmous phone ci
found my hike in g fie
Stillwater Riser soon
MN faith in [Main•
!kind has been-Yes-ROI
again, the forces of gc
came esti
Thanks to es eryone
• up with me this w
especialls to the an•
caller
!sow I can get bat
dirty dishes and ohs%

Tim
206 Hanniba

Men she
To the editor

To Jonathan Ba
,aboi
complained
misleading title of
murikifidri class in
day's Maine Campu;
it's great that you and
students in that class- 1
female) are being el

Commenta

Fly rOundtrip tc
trY,Flonda for only
obligation and re.
Sound too gooc
clubs,- offering
these, have been i
, few years and tak
a ride to nowhere
especially like to ti
who don't have m
for bargains. The',
te--travel, and wi
they're worth.
If you are cons
taking, adsantage
pointers:
•Call or write t
and in the compai
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Response
Talking isn't reserved to Greeks
To (he editor

Kevin-Dietrich —

I not let ota. Reginald Martinez
pass from actise status into
it vothout-a less brief words
lose. of sasurse, played his final
!pit baseball game last Sunday
iklanctAthletKi, dropped— a 5-2
to the ('hicago White Solt.
record hooks. Reggie had tw6
in RBI in his final contest, and
steer home run no. 564 by just

I. Reggie. who hit IS homers
finished as the sixth most pro
le run hitter in major league
sehind Hank Aaron(755 career
nsi, Babe Ruth (714), Willie
al), I-tank Robinson (586) and
drebrca i5-11
eagle was much more than a
.man.
years since he broke in with the
Sj
Athletics In 1%7. Regale
cin- numerous champtonsfhp
including both the dynastic squads of the earls 70s and the
Yankees' teams of the late'IX
!mon, he spent time with both
c and t Alifornia, taring not too
in those areas eithef
is a fotegonc conclusion that
ill he inducted into the Hall of
lost like's in his tar sear of
beliese keggic's baschall

caresm
Oiref
se despite the somettmes
sus relationships Jackson had
riai
Finley
rid and George Stembrenner in
irk. Reggie ts management

SC is bright and amtnnous is
'rotoach
c.as a black athlete. vi ill get an
sits to mosc up into 111•11141/C.
KetittIlltfflit1 white arc-a. Is not
fasor is the fact that Oakland
• management is among the
in major league baseball.
• president Roy Lisenhart has
atrtarn --to Ise-tiff- the
both on the field and off
to feel I-isenhart *ill make
ort possible to find a place in
liZatiOn for Regale
won't be a token position,
k.on-rould nese! allow that.
will he a legitimate position.
managerial, that will to.e
t he opportunity to prose to male baseball *hat it has refused
that blacks arc just as capable
es of holding positions in
s upper echelons
my ways, Jackson's task is
that of Jackie Robinson.4tio
e color barrier in the 1950s.
sure, Jackson's task won't be
liffictIlt. but it won't be any bed
either.
couldn't think of a better man
ob
yin Dietrich, of'Santa Cruz.
,ksfor the messianic rise Of the
Athletics lb begin soon.

I am not sasing that grerks
aresnot present but I am sure
reeks are not _the only ones
who know hov. to speak or cat
M&M's.

I am anima in regard to Ms
Murphy's generalization of all
greck "girls"
Rettig a greek and very proud of it, I took much offense to
It seems easier to point out a
her extremely judgmental ac- certain group ihi, loslividuals,
cusations. I feel that the "girls" doesn't it?
congregating .in the library's
out
third floor are not limited to - As far as studying. check
our "greek heritage," which
greeks.

you profess to be so
knowledgeable about. No one
that I know is initiated into a
sorority without a 2,0 GPA
This seems to be the same
CPA needed to graduate from
the Unisersity of Maine, a hich
puts us into the real world with
the real women and men of the
fraternities, v.hich I noticed you
Want to stay °milk good sick
of.

"disturbing- acasities.
Somehow. I think you would
discover a lot of us sorority
"girls" are real women too, like.
Betsy, why don't you conyourself. if not more so!
,.sider,. before you make these
rash • -generalizations, the
, A student who does work in

Plea-,c Uc.o. the guys on third
floor "chat" as much as we
"girls."

amount of people involved in.
these national organizations ,

the real world, however, is still
part of campus organizations.

_compared to the number of
them carraIng out these

Ronda J. Winship

Spot o\ffered
To the editor:

My bike is
returned!

While *reading yesterday's
Maine Campus I noticed a letter from John Slovak. Mr.
Slosalis was concerned about
the quality of food served by
Residential Life in our
cafeterias.
Residential Life has just
hired a new food services
manager and he has established tcommitter to look at shays
to improve the food here at
UMaine.
As student government president. I can nominate two
students to serve on that comMittee. 1 have nominated one
.student, but i need another
v9.1unteer.
Mr. Slovak, if you are interested in this position, please
contact me at the student
government office in the
Memorial Union. Tel. No
1775.

To the editor:
The saga of the missing bike
has ended'
IA ednesslas. I receised an
anonsmous phone call and I
found my bike in t field by the
Sollaater Riser soon after.
%Is faun in l'Maine studen•
tkind has been restored Once
again, the forces of good riser
came esil.
Thanks to eseryone who put
up with me this week and
especially to the anonsmous
caller
Now I can get back_ to my
dirty dishes and physics labs.
Tim Sheehan
206 Hannibal Hamlin

T*11 DI'1151045
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Men should understand the feminist perspective
why don't you give them a

To the editor

To Jonathan Bach, who
the
About
complained
misleading tale of his cornmunTaTiarretaIll in Wednes
day's Maine Campus I think
it's great that you and the other
students in that class(male and
female) are being exposed to

some feminist points of view,
• Instead of being upset about
.....beihg mislead, think'. of that
class as an opportunity to learn
somethipg about feminism, a
very misunderstood subject to
those who base never been .exposed to it.
I have a good idea who is
teaching your class. I took a
class from her last semester. I

v.as as misinformed as you are,
but I ended up learning more in
that course than in any other in
my college career.
Have an open mind; don't be
so quick to say that feminism is
all about "how men are the
scum of the earth."
Interpersonal communication also involves commurucation with women. Therefore,

Christopher D Boothbs
president
sudent gosernment

chance to teach you something
about themselves. You didn't
learn everything about the
female sex in your childhood,
as you say.
Communication with and the
understanding of women is
much more than the "chivalry"
your mother taught you.
Kathryn Tewhey

Student Legal Services

Commentary

Watch for mall fraud
Fly rounchrip to Hawaii for only $39! Vacation
in Florida for only $200! Join our travel club at no
obligation and receive a (tee 35 mm camera!
Sound too good to be true? It is. Many "travel
clubs," offering seemingly great deals such as
these, base been arriving on the scene in the past
few years and taking unsuspecting consumers for
a ride to. nowhere These fly-by-night companies
especially like to take ads antage of college students
who don't have much money and who are looking
for bargains. They Irrtor that college students like
re-araval, and will soak their customers for all
they're worth.
If you are consi enng joining a travel club and
takini adsantage of its offers. here are a less
pointers:
•Call or write the postal inspector in this region
and in the compans's region to see if the company-

bankrupt and disappear, making It virtually imhas, received complaints and/or is on a list of fraudulent companies. For Maine, write to: U.S.
possible for their victims to collect any of the money
York,
New
Region,
Postal Inspector, Northeast
they have lost.
N.Y. 10097.
Consumers should also be leafy of travel clubs
•Call or write the Consumer Protection Division
or any other marketeers that give you time to inof the Attorney General's Office in Maine and in
spect your purchase or a "membership packet" for
the company's state of origin to see whether they
a certain amount of time with the option of then
have receised complaints. In Maine, write to: ConAttorney
the
of
Office
Dept.,
sumer and Antitrust
cancelling the sale and getting a refund Because
these companies go bankrupt and or disappear, it
General Stele House, Station No 6, Augusta,
is often impossible to get a refund.
Maine 04336. ,
they
—
solicitations
• Be-aware of telephone
Should you become a sictim of a fraudulent
usually want to make a snap decision without givtrasel club scam, or experience any similar- coning yoii-arty time to thinkit MCT or check it out.
fraud, contact Student legal Services. We
sumer
• If you do decide to join a trasel club, keep a
are located on the second floor of the Memorial
record of all transactions and copies of corare
respondence. This volt holster your case should a - Union. Ourphone number is 581-1788 and we
esionday
Through
Friday.
.
m
p
to.
a.m.
9
open
problem arise. These types of companies often go
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The Dealt Maine Compri,

Sports

UMair
-1

Black Bear soccer loses match with UMass team
— especially if you are a 1,JMais fan.
With lust 1:21 left in the half, Michael
Mugasero broke doln down the middle ofthe field ripped a shot into the upper right corner of the Maine net from
about 20-sards out
Maine came hack in the second half
to play with much more intensits. While
L.Nlass had some isolated chances
Maine carried the
(Banks hit the

By Mike Bourque
Spons Writer

First half complacency cost the
UMaine soccer team dearly as they
dropped a match to the University of
Massachusetts by a 2-0 score
"We were not mentalls prepared to
play the game." said Maine coach
Jim DNCT. "They .desersed to be-two
•
goals ahead."
Maine's chances in the second halt inMassachusetts dominated most of the
--first half and took their 24)lead into the , - chided a bouncing hall in front that
SConng [cadet Ben Spike shot just os-er
_
intermission.
- the net and a ball that Spike gi;t to
Ot The goals came at 21:43
freshman Robert Thompson who could
mark when l'Mass freshman Carl
not get a strong foot on it.
Hanks made his way into the right cor"It's nice to have a win after losing
ner in Maine territory. Hanks proceedluse straight hs one goal." said
cd to take the ball around two Maine
UMass coach Jeff Gettler. "We're play
defenders and get off a powerful kit
ins better than our record shows."
footed shot that deflected off the fingers
l'%lass outshot Maine 14-12 while
of Maine goahender Todd Brennan and
Maine goalie Brennan had nine 9 saves.
into the net.
Brennan's counterpart Sam Coin/burg
It was a shot that Brennan should
had sesen %a
have land usually would hasel sased.
Maine now has a record of 3-3-3.
The second goal was a little prettier

t'Maim soma dropped a game to t'Mass sesterday. The Mack
Rear, nosy hat A 1- 11 record.

gra-it a •,'"

Wanted
Someone to fill advertising
[sales position for The Daily
[Maine Campus' NEW special
[section of the paper
Paid position
Apply in person
The Daily Maine Campus
in the basement of Lord Hall
1r-sr-R-u-•-rira-srar-v-*.
. .

E See Karen Bancroft at
-

Participate in the National
Student Exchange Progr
University of Maine students c n choose from
more than 80 state colleg s and universities
across the country for an exchange of one or
Iwo semesters and pay INSTATE tuition and
fees
The program offers the opportunity to:
4 * Ex perience academic diversity
Explore other parts of the United States
Develope self-confidence and personal
awareness

•

Information and Brochures now available at:
National Student Exchange Office

anderweide photo

More NFL players return
Quarterback Joe Montana. wide
receis,et Dwight Clark. running hack
Roger Craig and nine other San Francisco 49ers were among 15 NFL players
who defied the strike Ysednesday and rejoined their teams
• The NFL Management Courted had
se al pm deadline for players to
repon s the% could he eligible for this
weekend': games and be paid Several
key pliyers were Among those who
decided against missing a third consecutive paycheck
Wednesday's returnees -sent the total
number .of pla)erk -to ire who hase
reported since the strike began Sept. 22.
though several are injured and rejoined
their clubs for medical treatment. The
players union has 1,385 in its
jurisdiction.
Seven teams remained solid: Kansas
City. Philadelphia. the Ne* York
Giants. Seattle. San Diego. Tampa Bay
and Washington And on four other
teams. Chicago. Detroit. Minnesota and
Green Bay, the only playas who had
reported were on injured reserve.
Thus, four of Sunday's games will

match all non-union plasers. with San
Diego at Tampa Ras V• ashington at the
(ilants. Minnesota at
higcago and
Detroit at Green Ras
the St. Louis Cardinals led the league
in defectors. with IA, -including four
players who returned Wednesday- offensise tackle Toone Robbins, punter
Greg Cater, linebacker Charlie Baker
and guard Mike Morris
Offeniase tackle 1 uis Sharpe, the( ar
dinals'. assistant player representatise,
said other stronger union teams held a
low opinion of his team, who despite
having II regulars on the roster Last Sunday lost 28-21 to the Washington
.Redskins
"It's a shame that the ardinals are
being ridiculed, not only for biasing so
many coming in and play, but also for
losing that game," Sharpe said. '
"The majority of the guy-I don't want
to be a part of the players who are being talked about around the league
.Those gus-s in there might not realize it,
'but people around the league are looking down on them •'

Cod on Trial
Greg, a university student, finds himself embroiled
in questions like,(how can a loving God allow suffering like the Holocaust or mass starvation?)
- "Technically the film -is first rate... There. are no
glib answ rs; no predictable, contrived solutions..."
Marilyn Jacobson

Thursd E)t. 8 at 7:30 pm.
in the Damn yankee.
Film length - 57 minutes.

Memorial Union
581-1417 --

Free Admission
Sponsored by UM student Fellowship

•

„

•
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Dase Cirecls
Sports WYtTer

The University Of Main;
off to the East Coast A
ference Regional Champ()
legitimate shot at qualif
ECAC Championships
The top two teams an
disiduals at the Corkord,
ment are invited to the 1._
pionships in Shawnee.
Coach Art Guesman thi
Bears hase as good a shot
qualifying-..
Salem State is the best
20-team,field with UMany
Bentley and-Boston Cole
of qualifsing for the ECAI
ships. Guesman said .
"We'll.hasesto play wi
"Vie can't afford a had
play to our capacits.
,tcam."
GucVnan said that that
possibility tor an upset h
"There could he a
said. "1 ast sear there w a
we had beaten hy 70 strol
ed aroutijl and beat us h'
— the Black Bears -are ;
fourth place finish in thi
College- Ins itational. a
finish at the New En
collegiate Championships
the Husson t ollege Ins ii
*At Middlebury the lilac
a team score of 313. fir
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UMaine golfers head to ECAC regionals
!ikidmore College 1,311i), Maidiehui+
(322) andClarkson -0-273 in the nine.
team tournament. Brett Porath had the
top score for the Black Hears with an 80.
The 1..ni+ersity Of Maine golf team is
Tom Caron (82), Galen Perry (83) and
off to the East Coast athletic ConRon-Lick (88) rounded out the scoring
ference Regional Championships with a
for the Black. Bears Skidmore's Da+c
legitimate shot at qualifying for the
Wheeler (74) won the snow -shortened
ECAC Championships.
tournament.
in10
two
top
teams and
The top
At the New England's, UMaine-was
disiduals at the Concord, Mass. tournatied for twelth in the 45-team tournament arc Invited to the ECAC Chamment. Bryant Caw (590) on the
pionships in Shawnee. Pa.
tournament.
Centrat
(595),
his
thinks
Black
Coach Art Guesman
Salem State (596), Hartford University
Bears ha.c as good a shot as anyone at
0971 and Providence College (609)
Salem State is the best team in the-- rounded out the top five. UMaine and
Holy Cross- lied for tweith with 63-74. 20-tearn field with UMatoe, Dartmouth.
The top score at the tournament was
Bentley and.Boston College all capable
turned in by Gary Young of His ant.
of qualifsing for the ECAC ChampionBryant shot a tournament record 133,
ships. Guesman said. .
up a 67 on the first day of play
chalking
said.'
he
well."
"Welt havens play
and a_ 66 on the 'second.. •
"We can't afford a had round. If we
"He's a great golfer, but that was an
play to our capacity. we're the No 2
amatifig two rounds of golf,"
team."
(.uesman said of Youn/s_rierfiarmatice.
Gueman siud that_thrre is always t he
,At the'llusson ollege Invitational,
possibility for an upset however
the Black Bears entered two trams. The
"there sould be a %uprise." he
first team won thc tournament, as exsaid. "I ast scar there was a team that
pected, while the S. 2 team finished
we had beaten by 70 strokes who turnsixth the first team had a sore of442,
ed around and beat us kis a stroke."
easily outdistancing .tAfaine Perm,
-The Black Bears ere.evan-usg—eiff-a
ington (6-'0)-, Colby (673), Husson (697),
fourth place finish in- the Nliddleburs
the
place
ni+ &sit y of Southern Maine(697)
twelth
a
itational.
In+
Collegeand the No. 2 -1"Mainc team
finish at the Sew England Inter
Caron, won the tournament with a two
collegiate Championships and a win at
day total of 156. Bill Robinion (1581.
svIlege Illvatalltonyal
['drat h (162)and Perry 4166)also finish'At Middleburs the Black Bears, with
ed in the top five.
a team score of 113, finished behind

by nese Greely
,SportS Writer

iss-team

he Shirk
15 anderwride photo)

6s return

ion-union players. with San
Lmpa Has. Washington at the
innesota at ( higcago and-- Green Has
.outs Cardinals led he league
s. with IA, .including four
o returned Wednesday- ofkle Tootle Robbins, punter
linebacker Charlie Baker
%like Morris

r tackle Luis Sharpe. the Car'slant player representative,
stronger union teams held a
n of his team, who despite
egukars on the roster last Sun.
28-21 to the Washington

Dance Club

6 Central St. Downtown Bangor

same that the Cardinals arc
lied, not only for haying so
ng in and play, but also for
game." Sharpe said '
Airily of the guys don't want
t of the players who are beabout around the league
in there might not realize it.
around the league arc look
in them "

Friday-Saturday 18 yrs old & up
8-4 a.m.
8-9 p.m. happy hour-S3.00 cover
9-1 p.m.-$5.00 cover
After 1 a.m.-$3.00 cover

efsOf
timself embroiled
God allow sufferstarvation?)

e... There are no
ved solutions..."
•ilyn Jacobson
M

See the most excitinglight show with
the biggest dance
floor in town!

dipt0
()
Iwith our live DJ
request your
favorite song
(Save $1 on cover with your UMaine
student ID-dress code required)

student Fellowship.

- —
I Maine golfer seen hi action rioter this year.

GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL FAIR ,

Wednesday, October 14, 1987
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
F.F.A., North and South Lown Rooms
Memorial Union
Over 30 representatives from a variety- of programs Including
• Assumption College
• Babson College
c ..)
.• :
.7kieYColiege
University.
Graduate School of Management
Univ-,;Teacher s College
•• -erson College
• Fairleigh Dickinson University
• Franklin Pierce Law Center
• Monterey Institute
of International Studies
• New Hampshire College .
Graduate School of Business
• Northeastern University
- Graduate School of Business
Graduate School of Engineeringi
School of Law .
• Per'insytvania Cortege
\tli‘Podiatric Medicine .
• Si mons College Schoos ot
& Information Science
• Spring id loilege

IN-Stevens:Institute of Technolog,
•• Thayer SchOol.of Engineering
• The ineman University 1.
• The.City University of Nev1X,4
•'Melee* England Cortege
of Optometry
•University Ofiffiligeixid La+v School
• University of Lowell
of Law
.
• University of Maine School
.• University of New England
• University of New Hampshire.
1•Thilt0T114X0 School of Busines•
& Economics
• University of Rhode Island.
oolAcimffitstlati°P
La scnrs
ont ofisi
ermiege
- VC4l
•
• Washington ancl_Lee University
- Senool of Law
• Western New England College
School- of Law
• Yet UniVersity Schoo
'

Questions" 581 1359
Soontored by the CiffiCe Of Carper Plannirg & Pia,

3
tin,

4

C
12
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The
Friday, October 9,19

Unimm
yr,

Michael Di Cicco
Staff Writer_
More than 200 Unisersity
students mav be disenrolled
of tktorser if the) rail to cc
a new cteiv unnumulatum law
Halstead. t Maine '.i.e pre
Stlident Affairs, ThiirsdaY.

•

2 pm Thursday. 2:
students had made no effort
with the law whiChrcouires a
'students in Maine tOprs_vse.
been immunized again
rubella. tetanus, and diphth
denied uniserots admission
-I really suspect (the stud
about the law as thes hase
lets Perhaps. through some L
are a few who don't. but it
to believe, •• Halstead said

Halstead said the universti
letters to the 2214 students
Oct 12, informing them tha
ludas. upon receipt sit the It
SC iminuniration or set lip :I
enent with the ('utter Healtt
get immunircd
He said that if-the studci
resppesd within the 10days.
disenr011ment letter
mailed a.
he etre-Luse inimediatets

I he new policy was the
meeting with ottioals of
Department ot Human Sers
Maine hancellor's ()rho

Vice(hancellor Richard
,it the meeting result, -in sl
these iiidisiduals submit,
munitation wiLhin 10 days
tioattivAiet.appointinents.
ItiRed to dismiss them from
sits

10:00 - 4:00 save 10%
5:00 - 6:00 save 15%
6:00 - 9:00 save 20%
9:00 - 11:00 save 25%
11:00 - 12:00 save 30%

Howes said there were I
students system-wick who 114
effort to compls with the
The Uri:se-1%81y or Main

Compein
bl_fluuslas_KrIsth__
ICI
'slat 1 V11
-

SO JOIN US FOR MIDNIGHT MADNESS

t GOLDSMITH'S SPORTING GOODS
Hogan Road, Bangor
(Across from the Bangor Mall)
IN-STOCK ITEMS ONLY - EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS

• The current status
-.Slavic's. orkersis-ComPc-1
lion lass has ben tur
backwards. said a l"niscesit
Maine Bureau of labor tdi
non official at a lecturCTh
day afternoon.

Bill Slurphy. the burc
assistant director. was a g
speaker, at the second of e
lectures in the Socialist
S1arsist Studies Lunch
Series.

Murphy said under 4
Joseph Brennan. a numbe
proposed national stand
adopted by the state had
repealed.
Murphy also said the cui
administration looks as
were continuing the mos et
of dropping the Standards,
posed in 1972 by the Nati

